CBD & South East Light Rail: Testing and Commissioning

Maintenance Works Safety & Access – important information

The CBD and South East Light Rail project team are progressively installing poles and overhead wires along the alignment in preparation for tram testing. As each area prepares to energise substations and overhead wires, hazard zones are established restricting all works near the light rail. If you wish to do works within or around the hazard zones you will need to inform the project team so appropriate measures can be taken to ensure yours and our staff’s safety.

Hazard zones

Notification is also required where there is potential to encroach:
• within 3 metres of all poles
• within 1 metre of any feeder cable.
If you have any questions, please email SLR.access@acciona.com

HAZARD SIGNS will be installed on poles and as required overhead to warn of electrical and other hazards.

FOR ACCESS
For all planned works email SLR.access@acciona.com
For all emergency access (24hr notice or less) call 1800 838 756.

CAUTION – look left and look right!
• Trams can move quickly and quietly so always check your environment.
• A Person in Charge (project staff) will be assigned to oversee any work within a hazard zone. Never do any works without the permission of the Person in Charge - follow their direction.
• When walking in a hazard zone, you should always be able to reach a position of safety.
• Always pay attention to and acknowledge the tram driver’s warnings.

CAUTION – high voltage overhead!
• Never come within 3 metres of overhead wires.
• Overhead wires carry 750 volts DC of power and can cause fatal injuries.
• Always report any strike with an overhead wire to project staff immediately!
• For all emergency issues the testing and commissioning emergency team can be contacted 24/7 on 0410 256 666.

SUBSTATIONS
Authorised personnel only!
Only rail safety staff under the direct supervision of a Competent Person are allowed in substations.